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Abstract
A mass flow sensor based on the frequency shift
of a resonating microstructure is being developed,
using a measurement principle of the thermoanemomet~ type. The sensor is to be applied for
mass flows up to 10 standard cubic centimeters
per minute (seem; 10 seem = 0.17 mg s-l), with a
high sensitivity, a high resolution and a fast response. Here we report on the first prototype
consisting of a 2 pm thick membrane: the temperature elevation of the thermally excited vibrating
membrane affects its resonance frequency. The
three-dimensional heat transfer within the membrane and the mass flow is modeled, and expressions are derived for the resonance frequencies of
initially curved and stressed membranes. Experiments have been carried out for nitrogen flows of
up to 500 seem passing over thermally excited
membranes. Predicted and measured values for the
shift of the resonance frequency agree well. The
sensitivity of the average temperature elevation to
the mass flow is quite small: at 10 seem the cooling
effect of the mass flow is only 0.2% of the heat loss
by conduction to the substrate. At a resonance
frequency of 5.0 kHz, and an average temperature
elevation of the membrane of 8 “C, this still leads
to a frequency change of 13 Hz in the mass flow
range from zero to 10 seem. Suggestions are presented for increasing the sensitivity of the sensor.
IlltroduCtiOU

Currently, there is a growing demand for highperformance mass flow sensors, notably in the IC
industry [ 11.Mass flow measurement based on dynamic pressure or on friction losses would require
a very sensitive differential pressure sensor. Also,
these measurements are indirect: an additional
measurement would be required to determine the
actual mass flow. Direct measurement of mass
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flow could be obtained via Coriolis or gyroscopic
forces. This would require an even more sensitive
sensor, as well as a complicated mechanical structure.
The best option to measure the mass flow of a
gas is to make use of the ability of the gas to
transport heat by forced convection [ 21.The specific
heat of gases, usually of the order of magnitude of
I O3J (kg “C) - *, is virtually independent of ambient
conditions [3]. In this type of flow metes a heater
is in contact with the gas, and the generated heat
is partly transported away by convection. Either the
resulting temperature elevation of the heater itself
is measured (the thermo-anemometer type, Fig.
lf a)), or the temperature difference between two
points within the gas is measured, one point upstream and one downstream of the heater (the
calorimetric flowmeter, Fig. l(b)). These configurations are also nsed for velocity measurements,
The actual measurement of the mass flow is
usually done in a shunt arrangement, Fig. l(c).
With an adjustable restriction in the by-pass, the
ratio of the flow through the sensor channel to the
total mass flow can be pre-set, providing both
flows are of the same regime, i.e., either laminar or
turbulent. In the conventional thermal mass flow
sensor, the sensor channel consists of a hollow pipe
with a resistive heater and resistive temperature
sensors wound around the pipe. As the heated zone
has an extensive length in relation to the considered gas BOWS,the temperature profile within the
gas can be regarded as being fully developed, i.e.,
a flat profile across each cross-section. The contribution to the total heat transfer by thermal conduction within the gas is then negligible. However,
the heat loss by thermal conduction within the pipe
wall leads to a poor sensitivity, and as the relatively
large heat capacity of the pipe is located between
the heating element and the fluid, a slow response
results. For a high-performance measurement, it is
preferable to have the sensor within the channel.
IC technology provides the opportunity to realize flow sensors with miniature heating elements
and temperature sensors [4]. Microma~hining of
silicon provides the opportunity for compatible
realization of flow channels. The sensing area of
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Fig. 1. Conventional
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mass flow measurement:

(a) thermo-anemometer;

the sensor can be suspended within the flow channel, by preferential etching of the substrate [5-91.
As the coefficient of heat transfer by thermal
conduction
to the substrate (in W ‘CM’) is small
for these sensors, their temperature
elevation is
very sensitive to changes in the mass flow. Also,
their relatively even smaller heat capacities (in
J ‘C-i) lead to fast response times (heat capacity
divided by coefficient of heat transfer) of only a few
milliseconds or less.
We are investigating
the possibilities of a resonating micromechanical
structure for mass flow
measurement
within a microchannel.
The principle
under
consideration
is that of the thermoanemometer
type. Besides the general advantages
of resonant sensors, like stability and a semi-digital
output [lo], resonating membrane sensors have a
high sensitivity to planar stress. With the latter
caused by thermal expansion, this sensor principle
has the potential of a mass flow measurement with
an unprecedentedly
high resolution. Our aim is to
develop a mass flow sensor for small mass flows up
to 10 seem (0.17 mg s-l), operating at a temperature elevation of less than 20 “C, with high demands for accuracy, resolution, repeatability
and
response time. In this paper we report on our first
prototype,
the resonating
membrane
mass flow
sensor.
First we describe the operation and the fabrication of the sensor, as well as the experimental
set-up. Next we describe two models for the heat
transfer from the membrane
to the gas, i.e., a
very simple model for a first estimation,
and a
numerical model for a more accurate prediction.
After presenting a model for the resonance frequency of a stretched and curved membrane,
we
present the results of these models and compare
these with the experimental
results. Suggestions
are made for the improvement
of the sensitivity of
the sensor.

(b) calorimetric

flowmeter; (c) shunt arrangement.

Operation
The operation
of the resonating
membrane
mass flow sensor is illustrated in Fig. 2. By applying a d.c. voltage across the centre resistor, a distributed static heat is generated. A fluid passes
over the heated membrane. The heat is transferred
to the fluid and also, at the edges, to the substrate.
The resulting average temperature elevation of the
membrane
is dependent
on the cooling effect of
the passing fluid.
For the forced vibration of the membrane, we
make use of thermal excitation and piezoresistive
detection.
For the excitation,
an a.c. voltage is
superimposed
on the d.c. voltage applied to the
centre resistor described
above. The dynamic
component
of the generated heat leads to a periodic thermal expansion
of the resistor, thereby
inducing a bending mode vibration of the membrane. Near the clamped edge of the membrane
four piezoresistors
are arranged in a Wheatstone
bridge to detect the vibration of the membrane.

Fig. 2. Principle of operation of resonating membrane mass
flow sensor: centre resistor for thermal excitation of the bending mode vibration; piezoresistors adjacent to the edge of the
membrane for detection of the vibration.
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d.c. voltages applied to the centre resistor
and to the Wheatstone brid , and the a.c. output
voltage of the latter amplified and superimposed
on the do. voltage applied to the centre resistor,
we have an el~tro-the~o~rn~hani~
oscillator
tl@
The resonance frequency of the membrane depends on the ~exural oddity and on pIanar
stresses. The tem~rature elevation of the membrane relative to the support causes a compressive
planar thermal stress, thereby decreasing the resonance frequency. Cooling of the membrane by the
mass flow causes an increase of the frequency.
This frequency change is now a measure for the
mass flow passing the membrane.

With

A 2” n-type (I~)-silicon wafer with a resistivity of t-10 Szcm and a thickness of 285 f. 15 pm
is used for the fab~~tion of the sensor. Conventional techniques are used for thin-ftlm deposition,
doping, lithography and etching.
First, a 1 pm thick oxide film is grown in a
damp atmosphere at 1150 “C. After the oxide i?lm
has been patterned with e~h-windows on the back
side of the wafer, and has been stripped OR the
polished side, a p + +-layer is formed on the polished side by drive-in diffnsio~ from a CVD boron
glass thin film. The high boron coa~ntration
provides an etch-stop at a later stage in the process sequence. The glass film later serves as an
electrically insulating layer.
Next, a 400 nm in situ phospho~s~o~d
polysihcon film is deposited by LPCVD (at 675 “C

Fig. 3. photograph of 2 x 2mm x 2 ptm p++-silicon membrane, with ~lysilicon resistors for excitation (centrej and
detection (edge) of the vibration, and with ~~~niurn conoecdon wires (iliumination from both sides).

and at 0.5 mbar, with a si~ane-to-phosph~ne mass
flow mixing ratio of 1:&M), with a sheet resisti~ty
of 130 Q. after anneahng at 900 “C for 30 minutes. After detinition of the ~~ys~~~~ resistors
by wet chemical etching, 400 nm ahtminium is
deposited by electron beam evaporation and patterned for inte~onn~tion.
Finally, the wafer is
etched from the back side in a KOH/TPA solution
at 70 “C. itching stops automatically at the region
with a sufficiently high boron ~n~ntration
1121,
yiekiing membranes with a thickness equa1 to
approximately 60% of the junction depth.
This fab~~tion
t~h~que
yields thin p++silicon membranes with the thin film patters on
top. Figure 3 shows a photograph of a square
membrane with lateral dimensions of 2 mm, and a
thickness of 2 pm.

Figure 4 shows the ex~~mental
set-up for
testing the sensor. A controlled Ritrogen gas ffow
is passed over the heated membm~e through a
flow channel with 4 x 4 mm2 cross-~ti~n.
For
the vibration of the membr~e, the a,c. output
voltage of a gain/phase analyser is amp~~ed, and
superimposed on the output voltage of a d.c.
source. This is then applied over the excitation
resistor at the centre of the membrane, A second
d.c. voltage is applied across the Wheatstone

Fig. 4. Ex~~e~~i
set-up: ~~0~~ gas Row througlt channet
over heated membrane. The frequency response of the vibrating m~bmne with thermal excitation and piezoresistive dctection is dete~n~
using a ~n/pb~
anaIyser.
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bridge. Via a differential
amplifier,
the bridge
output is then connected
to the analyser.
By
sweeping the excitation
frequency,
the analyser
measures the transfer of this two-port electrothermo-mechanical
device. From this, the resonance frequency is determined,
which is now a
function of the static heat generated on the membrane, and of the cooling effect of the nitrogen
flow.

where x1 and x+ are the coefficients of heat transfer (W “C-‘) of the membrane
and of the gas
respectively, both expressed in terms of the average temperature
elevation of the membrane.
With the maximum average temperature elevaoccurring for I$, = 0, eqn. (1) can
tion (AT,,),,,
be rewritten:

Heat Transfer
The heat generated on the membrane is transferred by conduction
within the membrane to its
cold edges, and by conduction and forced convection within the gas. Calculations
have shown that
contributions
by free convection and by radiation
are negligible.
First, a very simple model is
derived to obtain a rough idea of the effect of the
mass flow on the temperature
elevation of the
membrane.
For a more accurate analysis, a more
complex model is constructed,
which is solved
using the finite-difference
method.

Simple Model
The simple model describes the heat transfer
with two parallel lumped elements: the membrane
and the gas. The heat transfer within the membrane is described by the two-dimensional
Laplace
equation.
Solving this equation
for a homogeneous circular membrane
with coefficient of
heat conduction
I (W (m “C) - ‘) and uniform
thickness t (m), with a generation
of heat per
unit time H (W) concentrated
at its centre and
with cold edges, the average temperature elevation
AT,, (“C) is found from: AT,,, = H/(4&),
independent of the diameter, and half this value for a
heat source uniformly distributed
over the entire
membrane.
Assuming that the gas does not affect the temperature profile of the membrane,
and assuming
(for zero temperature
elevation of the channel
walls) that the gas reaches an average temperature
elevation
that is half the average temperature
elevation of the membrane, then the heat transfer
by convection
will be c,&, AT,,/2, with cP the
specific heat of the gas (J (kg “C) -I), and 4, the
mass flow (kg SK’). Omitting the heat conduction
to the channel walls, the total heat transfer (in the
case of the concentrated
heat source) is then:

H= (XA+ xc+)ATa,
X,J =

4lLlt

x,=&P,

(1)

with x+ and xn as in eqn. (l), and where 8 is the
dimensionless
temperature
elevation
and r the
dimensionless
coefficient of heat transfer by convection. Equations
(2) will also hold for the results of the complex model, as well as for the
experimental
results, if xi is defined as the resulting total coefficient of heat transfer for 4, = 0,
and r as the resulting normalized increase of the
total coefficient of heat transfer with 4,.
From eqn. (2) we see that for a given maximum allowable
average temperature
elevation
(AT B”)max, and with the flow sensor operating at
a constant heat generation H, the differential sensitivity of the average temperature to a change in
the mass flow, i3T,,/a&,,, decreases with increasing 5. The lowest value of this sensitivity, which
occurs at the maximum of the mass flow range,
will be optimal if the maximum value of (equals
one (provided 5 is proportional
to the mass flow).

Complex model
For a more accurate analysis of the heat transfer, we have to take into account the unevenly
distributed character of the temperature
elevation
of the membrane and of the gas. The mechanisms
for the heat transfer that are taken into account
are illustrated in Fig. 5: two-dimensional
conduction of heat within the membrane, forced convection by the gas in the direction of the flow, and
conduction
of heat within the gas in planes perpendicular
to the flow direction. Conduction
of
heat within the gas in the flow direction is omitted
for practical
reasons. The temperature
profiles
of the membrane and of the gas are coupled: at
their interface the temperature
elevation of the
gas equals that of the membrane. Also, the heat
flux into the gas is an additional distributed
heat
sink for the membrane.
The resulting
partial
differential equations for the distributed temperature elevations of both the membrane
and the
gas, together with their boundary conditions,
are
then:
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At (a2TmjaX2+ a”T,/ay”)
pcpu(y,

= - #J(x, y)

I

2)azyax
= n,(a2~,/ay2+ a2cr,/aq

I& =o = T,
#(x, Yl = #0(x,Y) - dgx* Y)
+g6, ~1 = - n,az-,/arI, = 0
r,=O

for

x=O,x,y=O,y=I

T,=O

for

x=O,y=Z,z=h

(3)

where T, = T,,,(x, y) and Tg = T&X, y, z) are the
temperature elevations of the membrane and of the
gas respectively, x, y and z are the Cartesian
coordinates as shown in Fig. 5, with z = 0 at the
interface between membrane and gas, p, u(y, z)
and 1, are the density, the velocity profile and the
coefficient of heat conduction of the gas respectively, and &(x, y) and #Jx, y) the distributed
heat generation on the membrane and the heat flux
from the membrane to the gas respectively; I is
both the lateral dimension of the square membrane
and the width of the flow channel, h is the height
of the channel. In our calculations we assumed a
velocity profile u( y, z) parabolically dependent on
z, and independent of y. The dependences of the
material properties on temperature and pressure
are neglected. The reason why we account for the

conduction of heat within the gas in the y-direction
will be clarified in the Discussion.
Equations (3) are solved using the ante-difference method, see Appendix. Solving the complete
problem directly would be very complex. Instead,
an iteration procedure is followed. First, the temperature elevation of the membrane is calculated,
ignoring the gas. Next, this temperature elevation
is taken as a boundary condition for the calculation of the temperature profile in the gas. The
region above the membrane is divided into a.finite
number of planes perpendicular to the flow direction. As the conduction of heat in the flow
direction is omitted, info~ation on the temperature profile does not flow upstream, With a zero
temperature elevation for the gas entering the area
above the membrane, the temperature profile of
the gas can therefore be determined solving the
two-dimensional equations for the subsequent
planes.
From the temperature profile of the gas, or
more specifically, from the gradient perpendicular to the interface with the membrane, the heat
flow through the interface into the gas is determined. This is accounted for as an additional
heat sink in solving the tem~~ture
elevation
of the membrane in the next iteration step.
After three to five iteration steps, the solution has
converged.

Fig. 5. Components of heat transfer, boundary conditions and gas velocity protile taken into account in the complex modek
two-dimensional conduction within the membrane, forced convection by the gas flow, and two-dimensional conduction within the
gas in planes ~~~dicuIar
to the flow direction; cold walls and cold incoming gas, parabolic velocity profile.
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Results
According to the simple model (eqns. ( 1)),
the coefficient of heat transfer of a square membrane with thickness t = 2 pm and 1= 157
(W (m “C)-I) is 3.9 x 10e3 W ‘C-i. The coefficient of heat transfer by convection, for
a mass flow of 10 seem, of a gas with c,, =
1000 J (kg “C) -I, is 0.08 x 10V3W “C-i. The relative contribution of the latter is then 2%. Applied values for material properties were taken
from [ 131 for single-crystal silicon for the membrane and for nitrogen for the gas, both at room
temperature.
For more accurate data we have to look at
the results of the complex model. A typical result
of the calculation is illustrated in Fig. 6, where
dissipation in the piezoresistors was neglected.
Figure 6(a) is a plot of contour lines of the
temperature elevation of the membrane, with a
three-dimensional
plot inserted. Despite the
cooling effect of the mass flow in the x-direction, this profile is still quite symmetric, and is
virtually the same as that for a circular membrane. It appears that the simple model is adequate for the heat transfer by conduction within
the membrane.
Figure 6(b), however, illustrates the influence
of the mass flow in a more pronounced way. It
shows contour lines for the heat flux from the
membrane to the gas, again with a three-dimensional plot of this profile inserted. To the right of
the centre of the membrane we see a region with
a negative heat transfer: here, the temperature
elevation of the membrane is smaller than that of

FLOW

(4

4.60

4
0,

0%/s)

Fig. 7. Total coefficient of heat transfer, H/AT,,,, as a function
according to the complex model; 4 x
of mass flow 9,,
4 mm x 2 pm membrane, 800 x 800 pm heat source, 4 x 4 mm
A=157W(m”C)-‘,
c,,=lOOOJ
channel
cross-section,
(kg”C)-‘,
&=O.O27W (m”C)-’
(131.

the gas, and heat flows back from the gas to the
membrane!
This calculation was made for membranes
with several thicknesses and lateral dimensions,
and for a range of mass flows. A typical result is
given in Fig. 7. These calculations show that the
shift of the total coefficient of heat transfer is
reasonably linear with the mass flow, up to
&, = 1l(L,/~,)(,~/h), and degressing for higher
mass flows. This degression is caused by the fact

DIRECTION+

(b)

Fig. 6. Example of a typical result of the complex model for the heat transfer, with a distributed 800 x 8OOpm heat source at the
centre of a 4 x 4 mm membrane. (a) Contour lines and 3-D plot (insert) of the temperature elevation AT@, y) of the membrane: zero
temperature elevation at the edges, maximum values at the centre of the membrane. (b) Contour lines and 3-D plot (insert) of the
heat flux (+s(x, y) from the membrane to the fluid: zero heat flux at the edges, maximum values at the centre, negative values
adjacent to the downstream edge of the membrane.
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that the temperature profile within the gas does
not fully develop for high gas velocities, before the
gas has passed the heated membrane.
Together with the contribution to the heat
transfer by the conduction of heat to the channel
walls, we find for the total heat transfer for small
mass flows:
H =

1

With a uniform temperature elevation AT of
the membrane relative to the substrate, we have a
uniform thermal expansion of the membrane
et,, = a AT, with c1the linear coefficient of expansion. This leads to a compressive planar stress
0th = (E/l - V)Q, and a decrease of the resonance
frequency. The latter can be found by substituting

141t + 1.91, f + O.O54c,&, ATav

for

(4)

f#~,<ll+f
P

This result shows that the heat transfer by conduction is virtually the same as that predicted by
the simple model (1). However, it also shows that
the coefficient of heat transfer by convection is
approximately ten times smaller than predicted by
the simple model, and its relative influence at
10 seem is only 0.2% for the membrane with a
thickness of 2 pm. According to the condition
for linearity in eqn. (4), the dimensions of the
square membrane and of the square cross-section
of the flow channel could be scaled down to
I= h = 560 pm, still yielding a linear output in the
mass flow range from 0 to 10 seem. Note that in
eqn. (4), i.e., the linear part of the curve in Fig. 7,
the additional contribution to the heat transfer by
the mass flow is smaller than that by conduction
within the gas, with a maximum ratio of 30%.
Resonance Frequency

We consider the first order of resonance of the
membrane, and we neglect the intluence of the
amplitude of vibration and of damping on the
resonance frequency. For an initially flat, square
and homogeneous membrane, of uniform thickness and of elastically isotropic material, and
clamped at the edges, the dependence of the resonance frequency on the planar stress is approximated by [ 14-161:

for the residual stress in eqn. (5).
An initially curved membrane should be regarded as a shell. In that case, the relations (5)
and (6) are not adequate. In ref. 17 a model is
derived for the dependence of the resonance frequency on a uniform planar stress along the
edges, using the Galerkin method. For square
shells, simply supported at the edges, we find [ 181:

-- wo =o

(7)

f o= ,‘,,
.

! 1/2f
p
0P
x = 0.375( 1 - v’)

with e the uniform stress along the edges (N mp2),
w, the height of the shell before stretching (m)
and w, the height of the shell after stretching (m)
(Fig. 8).
Relation (7) is represented graphically in Fig. 8
for compressive stresses [ 181. Due to compressive

f/f,

I=

l

(5)
,?=E/(l

-v’)

J

with f the resonance frequency of the stressed
membrane (Hz), f. the resonance frequency for a
stress-free membrane (i.e., a plate) (Hz), a, the
residual stress (N m-‘), E Young’s modulus
v Poisson’s ratio, p the density
(N m-‘),
(kg me3), t the thickness of the membrane (m)
and 1 the. lateral dimension of the membrane (m).

0

0

-1645.8.

($2

Fig. 8. Calculated resonance frequency f as a function of
planar stress d for square homogeneous isotropic shells, simply
supported at the edges, according to eqn (7). w,, = height of
stress-free shell, IV,= height of stretched shell. Note: negative
values for compressive stress.
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stresses within the shell, the resonance frequency
is reduced. Simultaneously,
the deflection of the
shell is increased. The stiffness of the shell (with
respect to bending) increases due to the enlarged
curvature;
this second effect increases the resonance frequency.
From Fig. 8 we see that for
small initial deflections and for small compressive
stress, the first effect dominates, whereas for larger
ini’tial deflections
and larger compressive
stress,
the second effect is larger. Although eqn. (7) was
derived for shells with simply supported edges, the
results are also qualitatively
valid for shells with
clamped edges.

Experimental Results
Figure 9 shows results for the measured resonance frequency for the membrane with a thickness of 2 pm, together
with results for the
theoretical
average temperature
elevation,
predicted by the complex model for the heat transfer.
Figure 9(a) gives results for the resonance
frequency and for the predicted average temperature elevation versus static heat generation,
for
a zero mass flow. The average temperature
elevation is linear with respect to the heat generated
on the membrane,
with x1 = H/AT,, = 4.59 x
10e3 W “C-l. Though the predicted temperature
changes
are small,
the resonance
frequency
changes dramatically,
with a maximum differential sensitivity of 1200 Hz “C-’ for AT,, = 8 “C.
The dependence of the resonance frequency on the
average temperature
elevation agrees qualitatively
with the predicted behaviour of stressed shells as
shown in Fig. 8. Interferographs
show that, apart
from some bending around the aluminium
connection wires, with a deflection of only 25 nm, the
membrane is initially flat. However, the membrane

*

bends when its temperature
is increased, due to
the bending moment caused by the thermal mismatch of the aluminium
with the silicon membrane. The deflection
increases with increasing
power dissipation.
In Fig. 9(b), results are shown for a static heat
generation of 37 mW as a function of the varied
nitrogen flow. The predicted average temperature
elevation of the membrane and the measured shift
of the resonance frequency Af are given. Also, the
predicted resonance frequency shift is shown, determined by using the experimental
results in Fig.
9(a) for the same values of the predicted average
temperature.
In the considered mass flow range
the predicted and experimental
results agree well.
The small deviation
is probably
caused by the
uncertainty
of the membrane thickness and of the
material properties,
as well as by omitting the
dissipation in the piezoresistors.
The dependence
of the average temperature
elevation of the membrane on the mass flow is small. In the depicted
mass flow range, from zero to 3 mg s-‘, the predicted average temperature
elevation
decreases
from 8.06 “C to 7.87 “C. Even so, at a base frequency of 5.0 kHz, the measured
shift is still
175 Hz for a mass flow of 3 mg s-‘, or 13 Hz for
a mass flow of 10 seem (i.e., 0.17 mg s-l).
We have also carried out these calculations and
measurements
on samples with membranes
12 pm
thick [ 181. The predicted dependence of the average temperature
elevation on the mass flow is six
times smaller for these membranes
than for the
2 pm thick membranes.
Also, the predicted influence of the thermal stress is six times smaller.
Indeed, for the same value of the predicted average temperature
elevation at zero mass flow, the
measured resonance frequency shift with increasing mass flow was 36 times less in the considered
mass flow range.

Discussion

Fig. 9. Experimental and theoretical results: (a) measured
resonance frequency / and predicted average temperature
elevation AT,, as a function of static heat generation H for
zero mass flow; (b) measured and predicted resonance frequency shift Af and predicted avera,
temperature elevation
AT,, as a function of mass flow I$,., for 3lmW static heat
generation.

The experimental
results agree well with the
results predicted by the complex model for the heat
transfer. Also, the analysis of the resonance frequency is appropriate.
The sensitivity of the resonance frequency to a temperature elevation is quite
high. This sensitivity can be increased further by
fabricating thinner membranes,
by applying materials with lower tensile stress and for membranes
without initial bending. Materials with a thermal
match with the silicon substrate will still be required to prevent stresses building up as a consequence of fluctuations of the ambient temperature.
To prevent both the initial bending and the thermal
mismatch, metallic connection patterns on top of
the micromcchanical
structure should be Avoided.
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For this membrane configuration the sensitivity
of the tem~rature elevation to small mass flows is
very small. This sensitivity can be improved by
decreasing the heat loss by conduction to the
substrate, again by fabricating thinner membranes, or by ~onst~cting it from materials with a
smailer value for the coefRcient of heat conduction than that of single-crystal silicon, e.g.,
polysilicon [9] and silicon (oxi-)&ride [20].
A further irn~ro~~rn~nt of this sensitivity can
be obtained by appling a ~crob~dge rather than
a membrane. With only its two shortest edges in
thermal contact with the substrate, the heat loss
by conduction will be much less for the microbridge than for the membrane. Also, in the case of
a microbridge confi~~tiou
the fluid passes on
both sides of the heated structure, whereby, for
corresponding conditions, the development of the
temperature prose within the gas will be faeihtated. Finally, in the flow oration,
the temperature profile of the microbridge will decrease much
less, and heat will flow from the microbridge to
the gas over its entire surface.
Depending on the exact thermal ~ond~tivity
of the microbridge, the heat transfer by conduction within the gas towards the side walls of the
flow channel will be relatively mure signifieant~
The complex model for the heat transfer we have
described here takes this contribution into account, and therefore can readily be used for the
microbridge configuration {provided the width of
the bridge is not small compared to the dimensions of the cross section of the flow channel).
The resonance frequency proved to be very
stable with respect to small changes in ambient
conditions. However, when the sensor is o~ra~~g
at a low temperature elevation, a small change in
the temperature of the incoming gas may cause a
relatively sig&icant frequency shift. Also, we
have seen that the contribution to heat transfer by
conduction within the gas is significant. The coetlicient of thermal condu~~vi~ of gases is largely
dependent on tem~ratu~,
pressure and type of
gas [3]. A reference measurement will be required
to compensate for such undesired effects [S].

The possibility of mass flow measu~me~ts using a resonant micromechanieal structure has
been demonstrated. The fabrication of the first
prototype consisting of a silicon membrane, with
in situ polysilicon thin films for excitation and
detection, is relatively simple. The ex~e~mental
and theoretics results for this isolating
membrane prototype show that the numerical model
describes the heat transfer very well, and the
analysis of the resonance frequency is appropriate.

The sensitivity of the resonance frequency to a
tern~ra~u~ elevation is very high. The sensitivity
of the ~rn~ra~e
elevation to small mass flows,
however, can be improved by reducing the heat
loss to the substrate by thermal conduction within
the microm~hani~al structure, and by im~ro~ng
the heat trausfer from the s~t~e
to the gas.
This can be achieved by applying alterrrative
configurations and materials.
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Appendix: Discretization and Matrix Manipulation
The two-dimensional Laplace equation for the
heat transfer within the membrane (3a), is approximated by differential equations for the temperature elevations at the grid points, using a
five-point discretization [211:
-

nt{[Ti+l,j

2Ti.j + Ti_,,j]/h,*

+ [Ti,j+ I - 2Ti.j + T,i_ l]/h2’) = -+i,i

(Al)

with Ti, j the temperature elevation at grid point
i, j at x = ih,, y = jh,, h, and h, the distances
between the equidistant adjacent grid points in
the X- and y-directions respectively, and & the
input of heat in the area h,hz surrounding grid
point i, j. Note that in (Al) the membrane is
assumed to be homogeneous, and of uniform
thickness, and the dependence of I on the temperature is omitted.
With the distributed heat generation appropriately attributed to the grid points, and with the
boundary condition of zero temperature elevation
along the edges, we have a set of N,N, implicit
algebraic equations, where iV,N, is the number of
internal grid points. Writing these in a matrix
equation, we have:
AT=4

(A2)

where T and 4 are N,N2 vectors representing the
unknown temperature elevations at the sequentially arranged grid points, and the known heat
generations in these grid points respectively. A is
the N, N2 square matrix with its coefficients determined from the equations (Al):
D E
EDE
EDE
A=
E
with

D

and

E

D
E

E
D

submatrices

of

dimension

min(N, , N2), if the grid points have been arranged

optimally:

1
h,2
e

d
e

:
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e
e
1

E=

hZ
2

where e= -1, d=2(1 +rc2) and K =/2,/h,.
Note that A is a scarcely filled symmetric band
matrix. As only three different values occur for
the non-zero coefficients, which are also arranged
in a simple pattern, the value of each coefficient is
easily determined whenever it occurs in the calculation. Therefore, matrix A does not require large
arrays for storage.
Matrix equation (A2) is solved by the Cholesky
decomposition
technique.
In this technique
the
matrix A is decomposed in a lower and an upper
matrix: A = LU, with L a matrix with non-zero
coefficients only on its diagonal and below its
diagonal,
while U a matrix with non-zero
coefficients on its diagonal and above. For a band
matrix A the matrices L and U are also band
matrices, and for a symmetric matrix A, the upper
matrix U can be chosen to be the transposed
matrix of the lower matrix L. Therefore, for computer calculations,
A and its decomposed triangular matrix require only one one-dimensional
array
of N, N,(min(N, , N2) + 1) elements. Using a computer with a fast calculation
speed rather than a
large storage capacity, even the coefficients of the
decomposed matrix can be generated, rather than
stored.
For a discretization
of (3b), describing the heat
transfer within the gas, the gas is discretized into
parallel planes perpendicular
to the flow direction. These planes are discretized
into grids,
with a five-point discretization
of the two-dimensional conduction
within these planes similar to
that for the membrane. With a backward differentiation of the term in (3b) describing the convection, an implicit formulation
would result, which
is unconditionally
stable and convergent with respect to the step size in the x-direction.
However,
the solution of the resulting scheme, similar to
that of (Al), leads to an enormous
amount of
computations.
Alternatively,
with a forward differentiation
of
the convective term, we have:

%mtTk+1,r.m

-

Tk.~,mlh

=$ {[%,,+,,m
-2T,,,m

+ Tk,~-,,m]/h~2

P

+~~~,~,m+~-2~~.,,m+~~,,.m-,]/~~*}
with

ulm the

velocity

(A3)

of the gas in the axial

direction
at grid
points
with y = ih, and
elevation at grid
z =m&
Tk.1.m the temperature
point (x, y, z) = (kh,, lh4, mh,) and hg, h4 and h5
the grid distances in the x-, y- and z-directions
respectively.
Note that thanks to the forward differentiation
we have explicit expressions for the temperature
elevation
at each grid point, expressed in the
results of the temperature
elevations at the grid
points of the plane upstream. Therefore, the results for planes further upstream are redundant,
and, furthermore,
only one array is required for
the temperature
profiles of the two planes under
consideration:
partly filled with the results for the
lower part of the current plane, and partly filled
with the results for the upper part of the former
plane. Only the gradients
of the temperature
profile at the interface with the membrane need to
be stored. From these, the components of the heat
generation within the membrane are corrected for
the next iteration step.
The error in the discretizations
(Al) and (A3)
are of the order (h,* + h,*) and (h3 + h4* + h,‘) respectively. Obviously,
to reach a high accuracy,
the grid distances should be chosen as small as
possible. As h3 has a large influence on the accuracy, the nurner of vertical planes for the calculation of the heat transfer within the gas has to be
as large as possible. Also, convergence and stability of the calculation
based on (A3), requires:

-$Wk,2+
l/h,7 +,,,/h,
P
or, with the velocities
I(,,,, from the profile
parabolic with z, with its lowest value occurring
for z = h5, this condition can be rewritten:

where N,, N4 and N5 are the number of grid
points in the gas in the x-, y- and z-directions
respectively, &, is the mass flow and I and h are
the channel height and width respectively. Again
we see that the number of grid points in the
x-direction
should be large, but the demand for
convergence and stability imposes limitations
on
the number
of grid points within the vertical
planes. Conversely,
having a set of numbers of
grid points N,, N4 and N,, the calculation
has,
according to (A4), a lower limit for the mass flow.
For our calculations
we made use of the forward differentiation
of the convective term, with
its explicit formulation.
In practice we found that
we could go down to mass flows ten times smaller
than according to (A4). For smaller mass flows
the average temperature
elevation of the membrane can then be found from extrapolation.

